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    Lisart, le portail d'art et culture en Midi Pyrenees : Dynamique, pluridisciplinaire et multilingue, LIS@RT est un outil de communication sur Internet cree pour donner a lire les initiatives artistiques et...

	
    Neural.it : New media art, electronic music, hacktivism

	
    AAAARG library : Developing critical discourse outside of an institutional framework... but rather than thinking of it like a new building, imagine scaffolding that at...

	
    Annexia : Toulouse record label

	
    Answers.com fine arts : Encyclo*diction*almanac*apedia





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                Today's culture is biased towards business. I discuss culture without paying any attention to what sells. I am interested in great artists, musicians, writers, etc, regardless of how the business and the establishment perceives them. I also try to apply a historical perspective: history is my main interest. 
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    Graphics Gems Repository : This is the official on-line repository for the code from the Graphics Gems series of books (from Academic Press). This series focusses on short to me...

	
    (fluxus) - A 3D game engine for livecoding worlds into existence : Fluxus is a rapid prototyping, playing and learning environment for 3D graphics, sound and games.

	
    50 Ubuntu Opensource Applications For Design And Developing : Ubuntu software for designers and developers

	
    Adruino : Open-source physical computing platform

	
    Arduino meets processing : Physical computing and computer graphics





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                The book explores the technical as well as cultural imaginaries of programming from its insides. It follows the principle that the growing importance of software requires a new kind of cultural thinking — and curriculum — that can account for, and with which to better understand the politics and aesthetics of algorithmic procedures, data processing and abstraction. It takes a particular interest in power relations that are relatively under-acknowledged in technical subjects, concerning class and capitalism, gender and sexuality, as well as race and the legacies of colonialism. This is not only related to the politics of representation but also nonrepresentation: how power differentials are implicit in code in terms of binary logic, hierarchies, naming of the attributes, and how particular worldviews are reinforced and perpetuated through computation. Using p5.js, it introduces and demonstrates the reflexive practice of aesthetic programming, engaging with learning to program as a way to understand and question existing technological objects and paradigms, and to explore the potential for reprogramming wider eco-socio-technical systems. The book itself follows this approach, and is offered as a computational object open to modification and reversioning. 
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    Karsten Schmidt - thi.ng - computational design tools for Clojure & Clojurescript : An open source collection of 20+ computational design tools for Clojure & Clojurescript by Karsten Schmidt.

In active development since 2012, and t...

	
    JWildfire - Sophisticated flame-fractal-generator : Wildfire is a free and user-friendly image-processing software, mostly known for its sophisticated flame-fractal-generator. It is Java-based, open-sou...

	
    (fluxus) - A 3D game engine for livecoding worlds into existence : Fluxus is a rapid prototyping, playing and learning environment for 3D graphics, sound and games.

	
    3D Mandelbulb Fractal Ray Tracer - Subblue : Mandelbulbs are a new class of 3D Mandelbrot fractals. Unlike many other 3D fractals the Mandelbulb continues to reveal finer details the closer you l...

	
    ARToolKit : ARToolKit is a software library for building Augmented Reality (AR) applications. These are applications that involve the overlay of virtual imagery o...





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                

Visions of Chaos is a professional high end software application for Windows. It is simple enough for people who do not understand the mathematics behind it, but advanced enough for enthusiasts to tweak and customise to their needs. It is the most complete all in one application dealing with Chaos Theory and Machine Learning available. Every mode is written to give the best possible quality output. There are thousands of sample files included to give you an idea of what Visions of Chaos is capable of. 
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                                GitHub - cuinjune/Ofelia: A real-time cross-platform creative coding tool for multimedia development
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    Pd - works by Hans-Christoph Steiner : 

	
    The Audio Programmer channel - YouTube : This channel was created for anyone that is curious about audio programming, digital signal processing (dsp) and creative coding- from the very basic ...

	
    Mosaic ↀ an openFrameworks based Visual Patching Creative-Coding Platform : ![](https://mosaic.d3cod3.org/images/mosaic01.png)

Mosaic is an open source multi-platform (osx, linux, windows) live coding and visual programming...

	
    Tooll 3 is an open source software to create realtime motion graphics. : Tooll 3 is an open source software to create realtime motion graphics. We are targeting the sweet spot between real-time rendering, graph-based proced...

	
    (fluxus) - A 3D game engine for livecoding worlds into existence : Fluxus is a rapid prototyping, playing and learning environment for 3D graphics, sound and games.





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                

Ofelia is a Pd external which allows you to use openFrameworks and Lua within a real-time visual programming environment for creating audiovisual artwork or multimedia applications such as games.

openFrameworks is an open source C++ toolkit for creative coding.

Lua is a powerful, efficient, lightweight, easy-to-learn scripting language.

Pure Data(Pd) is a real-time visual programming language for multimedia.

Thanks to Lua scripting feature, you can do text coding directly on a Pd patch or through a text editor which makes it easier to solve problems that are complicated to express in visual programming languages like Pd. And unlike compiled languages like C/C++, you can see the result immediately as you change code which enables faster workflow. Moreover, you can use openFrameworks functions and classes within a Lua script.

Using Ofelia, you can flexibly choose between patching and coding style based on your preference.

The external is available to be used under macOS, Windows, Linux and Raspberry Pi.
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    Open source, experimental, and tiny tools roundup : This is a list of smaller tools that might be useful in building your game/website/interactive project. Although I’ve mostly also included ‘standards’...

	
    Creative Coding: Generative Art, Data visualization, Interaction Design, Resources. : Carefully curated list of awesome creative coding resources primarily for beginners/intermediates : 

---

## Books

- [Generative Art: A Practi...

	
    Exploring Technology : Welcome to Exploring Technology, a wishful remedy to the increasing knowledge gap between machine builders and machine users.

Learn about : 

A-F...

	
    (fluxus) - A 3D game engine for livecoding worlds into existence : Fluxus is a rapid prototyping, playing and learning environment for 3D graphics, sound and games.

	
    50 Ubuntu Opensource Applications For Design And Developing : Ubuntu software for designers and developers





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                A free educational site that progressively introduces you to the world of computer graphics.

Our application programming approach guides you through small, easy-to-compile programs.

We’ve dispensed with unnecessary technical jargon in favor of everyday language.
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                                Tooll 3 is an open source software to create realtime motion graphics.
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    (fluxus) - A 3D game engine for livecoding worlds into existence : Fluxus is a rapid prototyping, playing and learning environment for 3D graphics, sound and games.

	
    Open Stage Control : Libre and modular OSC / MIDI controller :
https://github.com/jean-emmanuel/open-stage-control/releases
![](https://openstagecontrol.ammd.net/img/ard...

	
    Orca - A visual programming playground. : Each letter of the alphabet is an operation, lowercase letters operate on bang, uppercase letters operate each frame. Orca is designed to control othe...

	
    IanniX - syncs via Open Sound Control (OSC) events and curves to your real-time environment : <p>IanniX is a graphical open source sequencer, based on Iannis Xenakis works, for digital art. IanniX syncs via Open Sound Control (OSC) events and c...

	
    Ogre3D : OGRE has grown to become one of the most popular open-source graphics rendering engines, and has been used in a large number of production projects, i...





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                Tooll 3 is an open source software to create realtime motion graphics. We are targeting the sweet spot between real-time rendering, graph-based procedural content generation and linear keyframe animation and editing. This combination allows…

artists to build audio reactive vj content
use advanced interfaces for exploring parameters
or to combine keyframe animation with automation

Technical artists can also dive deeper and use tool for advanced development of fragment or compute shaders or to add input from midi controllers and sensors or sources like OSC or Spout.

We strongly believe in usability and intuitive and beautiful interface design. That's why we experiment with different approaches before striking the right balance between usability and powerful flexibility. Currently tool version 3 is an ongoing development. It's stable enough to produce high-end visuals create motion graphics use many industry standard features like color correction, scopes and tone mapping, and export small standalone executables.
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    50 Ubuntu Opensource Applications For Design And Developing : Ubuntu software for designers and developers

	
    Complexification : Processing gallery

	
    Computer love : Connecting creative talents

	
    Electronic motion : Electronic motion seems often artificial, synthetic... well... in fact it does not convey any emotions. By defining new rules to create movements, eMo...

	
    Proce55ing 1.0 : Programming language for images and videos





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                Excentro is a simple but advanced tool that can create guilloche designs like backgrounds, borders or rosettes.



The guilloches are vintage design elements that were frequently used for anti-counterfeiting security purposes on banknotes, passports, checks and certificates during the past two hundred years. As the times changed and digital copy and printing technologies perfected, guilloches no longer presented sufficient security measures that could prevent forging and counterfeiting of valuable papers. Today the main part of security technology lies in the special paper or tricky inks the designs are printed upon or with.

Still, it is too early to say that the days of guilloche designs are over. They can still be used to prevent the counterfeiting of products that do not require the highest level of security (i.e. theater tickets, diplomas or gift certificates). Or, they can just be used to decorate and add some aesthetic value to a product giving the ‘money-like’ look and value.
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                                Karsten Schmidt  - Personal considerations for creating generative art
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    Generative art links : Links to generative artworks

	
    Code & form : Blog of marius waltz

	
    Genotype : genoTyp is an experiment regarding fonts under genetic aspects. Their characteristics are encoded in hereditary factors. Different fonts can be mixed ...

	
    Say it with software art : Open source creative software catalog

	
    3d2lux : Conception Multimedia, free-lance CHRISTLER Cedric & Sylvie Ulrich 2D / 3D Illustration Animation Interactivite temps reel





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                For informational purposes only

This is a fluid document, compiled from different notes/docs, originally started in ~2008, having grown slowly from my more general manifesto of that period and frequently been revised to help steer my own practice (the artistic parts) ever since.

All of the things listed here are "soft" guidelines & considerations, not an exhaustive set of hard rules! Various omissions and exceptions do exist, and the latter are explicitly encouraged! Yet, I do not imagine there'll be even minor agreement about these highly subjective, personal stances — in fact I'm very much expecting the opposite... So I'm also not publishing these bullet points to start any form of debate, but, after all these years, it's important for me to openly document how I myself have been approaching generative art projects, the topics & goals I've been trying to research & learn about, also including some of the hard lessons learned, in the hope some of these considerations might be useful for others too.

Since that list already has become rather long, there're also a bunch of other considerations & clarifications I've had to omit for now. Please keep that in mind when reading, and if some sections are maybe a little too brief/unclear...
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                                https://github.com/thi-ng/blog/blob/main/2022/20221204-personal-considerations.md
                            

                            
                                
                            
                            
                            
                            
                        

                    

                

            

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                List of Aesthetics | Aesthetics Wiki | Fandom
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    Net art history : A wiki story

	
    Smart history - Art : This site is being developed by Beth Harris and Steven Zucker as a dynamic enhancement (or even substitute) for the static traditional Western art his...

	
    AAAARG library : Developing critical discourse outside of an institutional framework... but rather than thinking of it like a new building, imagine scaffolding that at...

	
    ArtLex : Art dictionary

	
    ArtSoftware : ArtSoftware.org is an open wiki community for sharing information about free and open source art software!





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                Our wiki is a comprehensive encyclopedia of online and offline aesthetics! We are a community dedicated to the identification, observation, and documentation of visual schemata.

What is an aesthetic? Why does everyone always argue about what aesthetics should be on this wiki?

The short answer: A collection of visual schema that creates a "mood."

Some types of aesthetics include:

Aesthetics originated from Internet communities (Ex: Cottagecore, Dark Academia)
National cultures (Americana, Traditional Polish) Note: Most articles that try to describe a national culture will be deleted. These articles should have a higher quality and risk stereotyping a nation.
Genres of fiction with established visual tropes (Ex: Cyberpunk, Gothic)
Holidays with iconic imagery and colors (Ex: Christmas, Halloween)
Locations that have expected activities, components, and types of people (Ex: Fanfare, Urbancore)
Music genres with consistent visual motifs present in cover art, music videos, etc (Ex: City Pop, Emo)
    This does not mean all music genres should be present. For example, Pop and Alternative bands' do not have shared visual traits.
Periods of history with distinct visuals (Ex: Victorian, Y2K)
Stereotypes (Ex: Brocore, VSCO)
Subcultures that share music genres and fashion styles (Ex: Raver, Skinheads)

The long answer:

The word "aesthetic" originated as the philosophical discussion about what beauty is, how we should approach it, and why it exists. However, Millennials and Generation Z started using that term as an adjective that describes what they personally consider beautiful. For example: "After Denise finished watching The Virgin Suicides, she said, 'Wow. That was so aesthetic.'"

Aesthetics have now come to mean a collection of images, colors, objects, music, and writings that creates a specific emotion, purpose, and community. It is largely dependent on personal taste, cultural background, and exposure to different pieces of media. This definition is not official and can be debated. There is currently no dictionary definition that captures the complexity of this phenomenon, which arose in the Internet youth. Rather, people who participate in the community "know it when they see it." These elements are constantly debated, as the opinion on whether or not some aesthetics exist or are valid is constantly debated. This is especially true since everyone's own personal life factors into their opinions.

Here is an example of a debate that is going on within the community. Whether or not Lolita is an aesthetic varies on what counts as visual elements. On one hand, lace, petticoats, and bows are valid elements of visual schema. Those elements combine to spark feelings of kawaii, de-sexualization, rebellion, and appreciation of antique. On the other hand, aesthetics are made up of elements other than fashion, such as home decor or music. Fashion is the visual element, rather than the components making up the coord/outfit. That element is part of broader schemas such as Goth and Victorian. What counts as an element and what qualifies as sparking an emotion is a complicated subject.

So right now, the subject is trying to be defined by the community. What either fits into a larger schema or is distinct enough to warrant its own aesthetic is difficult to say and would depend on who you are asking. 
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                                Clip retrieval - converting the text query to a CLIP embedding
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    This X Does Not Exist : “Although our study doesn’t present ways to mitigate negative hunger-induced emotions, research suggests that being able to label an emotion can help ...

	
    Culture base : The international artist database

	
    Encyclopedisque : Works using digital pictures and technologies

	
    WhereOnThe.Net - Track how images spread on the Internet over time : ![](https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/f6/Streisand_Estate.jpg/1920px-Streisand_Estate.jpg)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strei...

	
    Essential Image Optimization - An eBook by Addy Osmani : ![](https://images.guide/images/book-images/Modern-Image5-large.jpg)

The tl;dr

We should all be automating our image compression.

Image optim...





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                Clip retrieval works by converting the text query to a CLIP embedding , then using that embedding to query a knn index of clip image embedddings

https://github.com/rom1504/clip-retrieval
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    Net art history : A wiki story

	
    New Media Art  - Mark Tribe - Brown University Wiki : It is based on the manuscript of New Media Art, a book written by Mark Tribe and Reena Jana and published by Taschen in 2006. The Taschen book is avai...

	
    Wikipedia : The free encyclopedia

	
    List of Aesthetics | Aesthetics Wiki | Fandom : Our wiki is a comprehensive encyclopedia of online and offline aesthetics! We are a community dedicated to the identification, observation, and docume...

	
    AAAARG library : Developing critical discourse outside of an institutional framework... but rather than thinking of it like a new building, imagine scaffolding that at...





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                The road to wisdom?
-- Well, it's plain
and simple to express:
Err
and err
and err again
but less
and less
and less.

	Piet Hein


Hence the name LessWrong. We might never attain perfect understanding of the world, but we can at least strive to become less and less wrong each day.

We are a community dedicated to improving our reasoning and decision-making. We seek to hold true beliefs and to be effective at accomplishing our goals. More generally, we work to develop and practice the art of human rationality.[1]

To that end, LessWrong is a place to 1) develop and train rationality, and 2) apply one’s rationality to real-world problems.
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    Scrapism - Sam Lavigne : ![](https://scrapism.lav.io/images/baba.jpg)

Web scraping describes techniques for automatically downloading and processing web content, or convert...

	
    Clip retrieval - converting the text query to a CLIP embedding : Clip retrieval works by converting the text query to a CLIP embedding , then using that embedding to query a knn index of clip image embedddings

ht...

	
    Deepart.io : Repaint your picture in the style of your favorite artist.
![](https://deepart-io.s3.amazonaws.com/cache/45/44/4544a58d08b5b0ea6e2fb6cf60d241b5.jpg)
...

	
    Playing a game of GANstruction - Helena Sarin :     It's all a game of construction — some with a brush, some with a shovel, some choose a pen.
    Jackson Pollock

![](https://thegradient.pub/co...

	
    Essential Image Optimization - An eBook by Addy Osmani : ![](https://images.guide/images/book-images/Modern-Image5-large.jpg)

The tl;dr

We should all be automating our image compression.

Image optim...





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                “Although our study doesn’t present ways to mitigate negative hunger-induced emotions, research suggests that being able to label an emotion can help people to regulate it, such as by recognising that we feel angry simply because we are hungry. Therefore, greater awareness of being ‘hangry’ could reduce the likelihood that hunger results in negative emotions and behaviours in individuals.”
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    DrawingBotV3: Drawing Bot is a free, open source software for converting images to line drawings : ![](https://raw.githubusercontent.com/SonarSonic/DrawingBotV3/master/images/ScreenshotV101.PNG)
![](https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/5265217484...

	
    Bitmap Image to 'Pixel Perfect' Vector Graphic : Bitmap Image to 'Pixel Perfect' Vector Graphic or 3D model

The HTML5 application on this page converts your bitmap image online into a Scalable Vec...

	
    3D Mandelbulb Fractal Ray Tracer - Subblue : Mandelbulbs are a new class of 3D Mandelbrot fractals. Unlike many other 3D fractals the Mandelbulb continues to reveal finer details the closer you l...

	
    ASCII Generator : Transform a text in ASCII

	
    Alex dragulescu : Experiments and explorations of algorithms





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                

Tinkersynth is an experimental art project. It lets you create unique generative art

by making serendipitous discoveries through experimentation.

More concretely, Tinkersynth is a design tool where you build art by poking at sliders and buttons. The goal isn't to provide a linear path to a specific piece of art, but rather to encourage experimentation. Tinkersynth prioritizes being delighted by unexpected effects rather than creating an intuitive, predictable tool.

In a former life, Tinkersynth was also a store which sold the rights to digital products, as well as physical fine-art prints.

Tinkersynth was created by me, Josh Comeau.
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    Avant Garde Project Archive : The Avant Garde Project is a series of recordings of 20th-century classical, experimental, and electroacoustic music digitized from LPs whose music ha...

	
    Chiptune : <p><span class="st">Server offering chip music in all formats (MOD, XM, S3M, SID, YM, SAP, IT, AdLib) and platforms (Amiga, PC, Spectrum, NES.)<br /><...

	
    CitySounds.fm : Here you can listen to the latest music from your favorite cities around the world. The music is streamed from professional audio platform SoundCloud,...

	
    Citysonics : Belgian electronic festival

	
    Mobio - Listening to the walls whisper : <p>The sound devices described below were used for the first time by <a href="http://www.echelleinconnue.net/">Echelle Inconnue</a> in September 2010 ...





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                Mass Files is an archive of auditory urban landscapes captured around the globe. Professional sound recordists and artists were invited to capture a selection of their surroundings in sound of around 30 minutes in duration.

Sound constructs political narratives – it highlights the invisible, the unheard, the wandering and the weak. Mass Files is a sensory exercise, a pause of unspecified length.
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                                Vider Paris - Nicolas Moulin (1999 - 2001)
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    Pileus: The Internet Umbrella : <p>Pileus is an umbrella connected to the Internet to make walking in rainy days fun. Pileus has a large screen on the top surface, a built-in camera,...

	
    Satellite Images Of The Ghost Cities Of China : The hottest market in the hottest economy in the world is Chinese real estate. The big question is how vulnerable is this market to a crash.
One red f...

	
    Study of panorama by Akihiko Taniguchi (@hikohiko) : <p>Immersive 3d space bubble. Use chrome to see it</p>

	
    Urban Camouflage : Urban Camouflage deals with the question how to camouflage oneself and one s identity in the urban space. Our costumes are inspired by the ghillie sui...

	
    Unequal Scenes - by Johnny Miller : ![](http://www.thisiscolossal.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/JohnnyMiller_04.jpg)
Unequal Scenes portrays scenes of inequality in South Africa from t...





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                Pour VIDERPARIS, j’ai travaillé sur photoshop de manière très rationnelle, comme si j’étais une entreprise de travaux publics. J’ai ôté toute trace de vie, j’ai démonté le mobilier urbain et gardé l’architecture. J’ai aussi conservé au sol les passages piétons, les lignes continues et les bandes blanches : pour les effacer, il aurait fallu poser une couche de bitume. Ça n’entrait pas dans la logique de l’opération. Quand on veut vider une ville, on ne perd pas de temps à ça… C’est une fiction sans narration. Je ne raconte pas une histoire, je présente juste les faits. Ces images permettent d’ouvrir la fiction, de créer un puissant espace de projection.
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                                https://www.atlasofplaces.com/photography/vider-paris/
                            

                            
                                
                            
                            
                            
                            
                        

                    

                

            

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                BirdNET-Pi - Automatically extracts detected songs, chirps, and peeps from birds on a Raspberry Pi
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    Prefuse visualization : Toolkit for building interactive information

	
    lloopp lloopp : lloopp is a software written in max/msp, designed for live-improvising.

	
    Faust Programming Language : ![](https://faust.grame.fr/img/faustText.svg)
![](https://faust.grame.fr/img/faustide.jpg)

https://github.com/grame-cncm/faust


Faust (Functio...

	
    Spek – Free Acoustic Spectrum Analyzer / Spectrogram Viewer : ![](http://spek.cc/osx.png)

Spek (IPA: /spɛk/, ‘bacon’ in Dutch) helps to analyse your audio files by showing their spectrogram. Spek is free softw...

	
    Alexander Chen - Conductor : Conductor turns the New York subway system into an interactive string instrument. Using the MTA’s actual subway schedule, the piece begins in realtime...





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                



What BirdNET-Pi Does

24/7 recording from any USB sound card/microphone
24/7 local BirdNET-Lite analysis
Automatically extracts the detected songs, chirps, and peeps from recordings
Creates spectrograms of each recorded bird sound
Enters each detection into a local SQlite database for storage and data visualization
Hosts its own Caddy web server so that the data can be accessed from any web browser or device (can be configured to be local only or can easily be made public to share with the world — check out the public installations below!)
Offers local Streamlit database analysis to visualize daily and long-term presence data
Live audio stream
BirdWeather.com integration
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                                Stalker | FULL MOVIE | Directed by Andrey Tarkovsky - YouTube
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    Unequal Scenes - by Johnny Miller : ![](http://www.thisiscolossal.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/JohnnyMiller_04.jpg)
Unequal Scenes portrays scenes of inequality in South Africa from t...

	
    ARST ARSW: Star Wars sorted alphabetically : <p>All of the English dialogue in "Star Wars", split into words, and sorted alphabetically.<br /><br />Fun facts:<br />The word "lightsaber" only appe...

	
    Alex Cheban - Graffiti in Chernobyl : A set of street art made on the walls of Chernobyl.

	
    Ali Miharbi - Movie Mirrors : The viewer’s face is captured in real time; its size and location on the screen is determined and matched to a series of images stored in a database.

	
    Anders Ramsell - Blade Runner Aquarelle Edition : <p>This animation is made of 3285 aquarelle paintings and form the very beginning of my paraphrase on the motion picture Blade Runner (1982) by Ridley...





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            

                            
                            
                                

Based on the novel "Roadside Picnic" by Arkady and Boris Strugatsky. The Zone that arose on Earth for unknown reasons attracts attention with inexplicable phenomena that occur there. A rumor has spread that in the center of the Zone there is something that gives a person everything he wants. But staying in the Zone is deadly, and therefore it is strictly guarded. There, each for their own reasons, the Writer and the Professor go, the Stalker leads them to the mysterious center, feeling and understanding the Zone...

Directed by: Andrey Tarkovsky

Writted by: Strugatsky Boris, Strugatsky Arkady

Music: Artemyev Eduard

Operator: Knyazhinsky Alexander

Production Designer: Andrey Tarkovsky

Started: Nikolay Grinko, Anatoly Solonitsyn, Alisa Freindlich, Alexander Kaidanovsky
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                                https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q3hBLv-HLEc
                            

                            
                                
                            
                            
                            
                            
                        

                    

                

            

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Basil.js // Scripting in InDesign made available to designers and artists.
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    Alex dragulescu : Experiments and explorations of algorithms

	
    Bret Victor's favourite books : <p><img src="http://worrydream.com/Links/links0.jpg" alt="" width="500" height="389" /></p>
<p> </p>
<p><a href="https://gist.github.com/nickloewen/10...

	
    Cliche Finder : Have you been searching for just the right cliche to use? Are you searching for a cliche using the word "cat" or "day" but haven't been able to come u...

	
    Code & form : Blog of marius waltz

	
    Generative art links : Links to generative artworks





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                Have you ever wanted to ...

– export 10,000 mass-customized copies of your InDesign document?

– use spatial-tiling algorithms to create your layouts?

– pass real-time data from any source directly into your InDesign project?

– create color palettes based on algorithms?

– or simply reconsider what print can be?

basil.js is ...

– making scripting in InDesign available to designers and artists.

– in the spirit of Processing and easy to learn.

– based on JavaScript and extends the existing API of InDesign.

– a project by The Basel School of Design in Switzerland.

– has been released as open source in February 2013!



https://basiljs.ch/gallery/frequency-mapping/
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                                1111101000 Robots - Ben Barry / A book of 1000 paintings and illustrations of robots created by artificial intelligence.
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    Deepart.io : Repaint your picture in the style of your favorite artist.
![](https://deepart-io.s3.amazonaws.com/cache/45/44/4544a58d08b5b0ea6e2fb6cf60d241b5.jpg)
...

	
    Art breeder : Create beautiful, wild and weird images with GAN.

![](https://s3.amazonaws.com/ganbreederpublic/imgs/f4bf321ab924572abf14d52a.jpeg)



	
    ComboGAN : ComboGAN: Unrestrained Scalability for Image Domain Translation Asha Anoosheh, Eirikur Augustsson, Radu Timofte, Luc van Gool In Arxiv, 2017.

https...

	
    Draw with Emoji - Emoji-based Pixel Art : 🌑😄🌑🌑🌑🌑🌑🌑🌑🌑
🌑🌑🌑🌑🌑🌑🌑🌑🌑🌑
🌑🌑🌑🌓🌗🌓🌗🌑😄🌑
🌑🌑🌑🌓🌗🌓🌗🌑🌑🌑
🌑🌑🌑🌓🌕🌕🌗🌑🌑🌑
🌑😄🌑🌓🌗🌓🌗🌑🌑🌑
🌑🌑🌑🌓🌗🌓🌗🌑🌑🌑
🌑🌑🌑🌑🌑🌑🌑🌑🌑🌑
🌑🌑🌑🌑🌓🌗🌑🌑🌑🌑
🌑🌑🌑🌑🌓🌗🌑🌑😄🌑
🌑🌑🌑🌑🌓🌗🌑🌑🌑🌑
🌑😄🌑🌑🌓🌗🌑🌑🌑🌑
🌑🌑🌑🌑🌓🌗...

	
    Carl Krull : Danish artist based in Copenhagen





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                A book of 1000 paintings and illustrations of robots created by artificial intelligence. The author generated all of the images in this book by writing original prompts for DALL·E 2, OpenAI’s AI system that can create realistic images and art from a description in natural language. Upon generating the images, the author curated and arranged the images to their own liking and takes ultimate responsibility for the content of this publication. 









https://openai.com/dall-e-2/

https://github.com/CompVis/latent-diffusion

https://huggingface.co/spaces/multimodalart/latentdiffusion

https://mirror.xyz/0x0f6712c6ac4f02f47cA8b5cf200B224aE6fD8B69/AYLAsdtM090nHWpvWQ13exkaJoNyllkhxa9ffEUPOrg
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                                https://archive.org/details/1111101000-robots/page/n1/mode/2up
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    Collection | British Museum :  The new Collection online

From Dürer to the Rosetta Stone, explore 4.5 million objects.

The database is based on the British Museum's collectio...

	
    Le Louvre - Collections : The Collections database consists of entries for more than 480,000 works in the Musée du Louvre and Musée National Eugène-Delacroix. Updated on a dail...

	
    The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum Art Catalog - Internet Archive : ![](https://ia800501.us.archive.org/BookReader/BookReaderImages.php?zip=/1/items/pointlinetoplane00kand/pointlinetoplane00kand_jp2.zip&file=pointlinet...

	
    Tropes | All The Tropes Wiki : All The Tropes is a community-edited wiki website dedicated to discussing Creators, Works, and Tropes -- the people, projects and patterns of creative...

	
    ArtLex : Art dictionary





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                The Digital Curator application allows you to explore the art collections of Central European museums and search for artworks based on specific motifs.

Users of the application can build their combination of objects and reveal how often the subject has occurred across the centuries, view graphics, drawings, or paintings that represent it in different epochs, and compare data with other themes.

The Digital Curator offers a quantitative view of cultural history based on the frequency of symbols and iconographic themes in many artifacts, not on a detailed observation of individual items. This distant viewing can be especially useful if our interest is aimed at exploring a genre, rather than a specific work, to understand the overall social conditions, rather than the life of a particular artist, or to interpret the overall political situation, rather than the views of the selected author. Exploring big cultural-historical data may bring new insights into abstract social phenomena such as cultural and economic influence, canon issues, the relationship between the center and the periphery, or the functioning of the art market. It can also help us better observe the migration of motifs and their takeover across centuries and distant regions.

The Digital Curator database now contains 196 116 works from the collections of 91 museums from Austria, Bavaria, the Czech Republic, and Slovakia. 71 410 of these works are available under an open license, so it is possible to view them online. Other works are used only as a basis for statistics, presenting the frequency of occurrence of motifs. The AI library for machine learning TensorFlow and the computer service Google Cloud including the tool Google Cloud Vision were used for the automatic detection of the depicted motifs. Data search and storage is performed using the ElasticSearch database and the operation of the application is provided by the Google App Engine service.

Implementation was carried out with the kind support of the UMPRUM, Academy of Arts, Architecture and Design in Prague , the Ministry of Education of the Czech Republic the Slovak National Gallery, and the BlueGhost digital agency. Thanks also go to many museums that made it possible to use their digitized collections, and to Richard Prajer, Radim Hašek, and Eva Škvárová who helped with the development of the application and the preparation of the database.

The project was designed by Lukas Pilka in 2019-22.
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                                Faust Programming Language
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    Audiomulch : Audio processing software sound synthesis

	
    Max/msp : Graphical environment for music/multimedia

	
    Chuck : On-the-fly  audio programming language

	
    Ircam : Institut de Recherche et Coordination Acoustique

	
    Keystroke : Applications with multi-user/multimedia features





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                



https://github.com/grame-cncm/faust

Faust (Functional Audio Stream) is a functional programming language for sound synthesis and audio processing with a strong focus on the design of synthesizers, musical instruments, audio effects, etc. Faust targets high-performance signal processing applications and audio plug-ins for a variety of platforms and standards. It is used on stage for concerts and artistic productions, in education and research, in open source projects as well as in commercial applications.

The core component of Faust is its compiler. It allows us to "translate" any Faust digital signal processing (DSP) specification to a wide range of non-domain specific languages such as C++, C, JAVA, JavaScript, LLVM IR, WebAssembly, etc. In this regard, Faust can be seen as an alternative to C++ but is much simpler and intuitive to learn.

Thanks to a wrapping system called "architectures," codes generated by Faust can be easily compiled into a wide variety of objects ranging from audio plug-ins to standalone applications or smartphone and web apps, etc.
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                                JSKIDPIX v1.0.2021 | JS KidPix for the web
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    "Pixel art" made in 1910, to create a pattern for fabric : ![](https://scontent-ber1-1.cdninstagram.com/vp/5c8d6f78444af0890af7fc12f675ffb0/5C501457/t51.2885-15/e15/37251321_551000481982689_9217197505970700288...

	
    Strike by Amorphous : Strike is a web-based, 1-bit paint tool, primarily for quick sketching or line-drawing.

![](https://img.itch.zone/aW1nLzMzNDgxMTcucG5n/original/3Go...

	
    Digital paint and draw software timeline — Kristen Roos : ![](https://images.squarespace-cdn.com/content/v1/60492b902900d1407027a73a/de070dbf-9ed7-480f-b82a-9008a79ed484/ke17ZwdGBToddI8pDm48kNY6uBtz_XvdoEtcEH...

	
    Grafx2 - A pixelart-oriented painting program : <p>GrafX2 is a bitmap paint program inspired by the Amiga programs <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deluxe_Paint" rel="nofollow">Deluxe Paint</a>...

	
    Harmony by Mr. Doob : Draw from your browser sketchy, shaded, chrome, fur, long fur and web style.





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                

Kid Pix just became pubic domain, so the remade (but pretty much exactly the same) version is now available here.
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    1945-1998 by Isao Hashimoto : This piece of work is a bird's eye view of the history by scaling down a month length of time into one second.  No letter is used for equal messaging ...

	
    A history of the world in 100 seconds : Many Wikipedia articles are tagged with geographic coordinates. Many have references to historic events. Cross referencing these two subsets and plott...

	
    Atlas of Prejudice | Mapping Stereotypes in a Book : <p>Satire and cartography rarely come in a single package but in the Atlas of Prejudice they successfully blend to produce a book that is shockingly f...

	
    Atlas of True Names : The Atlas of True Names reveals the etymological roots, or original meanings, of the familiar terms on today's maps of the World, Europe, the British ...

	
    EVERYONE EVER IN THE WORLD : Everyone ever in the world is a visual representation of the number of people to have lived versus been killed in wars, massacres and genocide during ...





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                

Native Land Digital strives to create and foster conversations about the history of colonialism, Indigenous ways of knowing, and settler-Indigenous relations, through educational resources such as our map and Territory Acknowledgement Guide. We strive to go beyond old ways of talking about Indigenous people and to develop a platform where Indigenous communities can represent themselves and their histories on their own terms. In doing so, Native Land Digital creates spaces where non-Indigenous people can be invited and challenged to learn more about the lands they inhabit, the history of those lands, and how to actively be part of a better future going forward together.

The Importance of Land

Land is something sacred to all of us, whether we consciously appreciate it or not — it is the space upon which we play, live, eat, find love, and experience life. The land is ever-changing and ever-shifting, giving us — and other creatures and beings on the earth — an infinite number of gifts and lessons.

For Native Land Digital, what we are mapping is more than just a flat picture. The land itself is sacred, and it is not easy to draw lines that divide it up into chunks that delineate who “owns” different parts of land. In reality, we know that the land is not something to be exploited and “owned”, but something to be honoured and treasured. However, because of the complexities of history, the kind of mapping we undetake is an important exercise, insofar as it brings an awareness of the real lived history of Indigenous peoples and nations in a long era of colonialism.

We aim to improve the relationship of people, Indigenous and non-Indigenous, with the land around them and with the real history and sacredness of that land. This involves acknowledging and righting the wrongs of history, and also involves a personal journey through the importance of connecting with the earth, its creatures, and its teachings.

Thus, while we make a strong effort to teach about colonialism and to bring forth Indigenous narratives, we also strive to integrate what is sometimes called an “Indigenous way of knowing” when it comes to the importance and sacredness of land in our daily lives. We hope to inspire people to gain a better understanding of themselves, their ancestors, and the world they live in, so that we can all move forward into a better future.
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                                Gallery of Physical Visualizations and Related Artifacts
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    Internet archive : Universal access to human knowledge

	
    ArtLex : Art dictionary

	
    Nonlinear History of New Media : Project descriptions of various new media works

	
    The Museum of RetroTechnology : 

	
    The medieval bestiary : Online ressource





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                This is a chronological gallery of physical visualizations and related artifacts, maintained by Pierre Dragicevic and Yvonne Jansen.

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.208.6726&rep=rep1&type=pdf
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                                http://dataphys.org/list/gallery/
                            

                            
                                
                            
                            
                            
                            
                        

                    

                

            

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Spacelapser is a tool for exploring videos as three-dimensional volumes.
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    ARToolKit : ARToolKit is a software library for building Augmented Reality (AR) applications. These are applications that involve the overlay of virtual imagery o...

	
    Automatic Cinema - Urs Hofer : <p>Automatic Cinema aims at an artistic audience. The software can be used for exhibitions or installations, where a variety of media are served on va...

	
    Jumpcut : Make and edit movie online

	
    Lignes de temps | Institut de recherche et d’innovation : Le logiciel Lignes de temps met à profit les possibilités d’analyse et de synthèse offertes par le support numérique. Inspirées par les «timelines» or...

	
    Ogre3D : OGRE has grown to become one of the most popular open-source graphics rendering engines, and has been used in a large number of production projects, i...





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                Spacelapser is a tool for exploring the three-dimensional volumes created by loading an entire video into memory. Depending on the motion of the camera, this volume can resemble a lightfield, a slit-scan camera, or a special relativity simulator.







https://github.com/loganwilliams/spacelapser/releases/download/v0.1.2/spacelapser.dmg
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    Sundial by Prescription (2016) : ![](https://media.allyou.net/1/12686/images/6729217/160403_prescription_layout_00.jpg.2400x5000_q90.jpg)

Sundial is a solar analysis project by pre...

	
    Paper plotter - Create 3D plots out of paper : ![](https://felixboiii.github.io/paper-plotter/assets/function-main.png)
![](https://felixboiii.github.io/paper-plotter/assets/function-2.png)
![](h...

	
    100 Extraordinary Examples of Paper Art : Paper art can be traced back to Japan, where it originated over a thousand years ago. From complex paper cutting to book carving, this is an ever expa...

	
    3d2lux : Conception Multimedia, free-lance CHRISTLER Cedric & Sylvie Ulrich 2D / 3D Illustration Animation Interactivite temps reel

	
    An Introduction to 3D Printing for Architecture by Piet Meijs : <p>Rapid Prototyping, otherwise known as 3D printing.<br />More here : <a class="moz-txt-link-freetext" href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1u4I0vxd...





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                This app allows you to simulate how any origami crease pattern will fold. It may look a little different from what you typically think of as "origami" - rather than folding paper in a set of sequential steps, this simulation attempts to fold every crease simultaneously. It does this by iteratively solving for small displacements in the geometry of an initially flat sheet due to forces exerted by creases. You can read more about it in our paper:

Fast, Interactive Origami Simulation using GPU Computation by Amanda Ghassaei, Erik Demaine, and Neil Gershenfeld (7OSME)

All simulation methods were written from scratch and are executed in parallel in several GPU fragment shaders for fast performance. The solver extends work from the following sources:

Origami Folding: A Structural Engineering Approach by Mark Schenk and Simon D. Guest

Freeform Variations of Origami by Tomohiro Tachi

This app also uses the methods described in Simple Simulation of Curved Folds Based on Ruling-aware Triangulation to import curved crease patterns and pre-process them in a way that realistically simulates the bending between the creases.

Originally built by Amanda Ghassaei as a final project for Geometric Folding Algorithms. Other contributors include Sasaki Kosuke, Erik Demaine, and others. Code available on Github. If you have interesting crease patterns that would make good demo files, please send them to me (Amanda) so I can add them to the Examples menu. 







https://cuttle.xyz/@forresto/Origami-simulator-tips-W4lDXuB5m0xh

https://nitter.42l.fr/kellianderson/status/1454871569981902848
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    Internet archive : Universal access to human knowledge

	
    LIFE photo archive hosted by Google : Search millions of photographs from the LIFE photo archive, stretching from the 1750s to today. Most were never published and are now available for th...

	
    Nonlinear History of New Media : Project descriptions of various new media works

	
    The Museum of RetroTechnology : 

	
    artists and art...the-artists.org : The major modern & contemporary visual artists (up to 7000). The masters since 1900 are represented with their portrait and biography, with links to w...





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                An interactive visualisation of climate model data across time and space.
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                                Bitmap Image to 'Pixel Perfect' Vector Graphic
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    PhotoMosh - Glitch yo'self : A Chrome experiment webapp that glitches photos

![](http://payload507.cargocollective.com/1/22/734511/12452178/moshed-1-8_1250.jpg)

	
    WhereOnThe.Net - Track how images spread on the Internet over time : ![](https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/f6/Streisand_Estate.jpg/1920px-Streisand_Estate.jpg)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strei...

	
    Essential Image Optimization - An eBook by Addy Osmani : ![](https://images.guide/images/book-images/Modern-Image5-large.jpg)

The tl;dr

We should all be automating our image compression.

Image optim...

	
    Scrapism - Sam Lavigne : ![](https://scrapism.lav.io/images/baba.jpg)

Web scraping describes techniques for automatically downloading and processing web content, or convert...

	
    Constraint Systems : 20 alternative interfaces for creating and editing images and text

https://github.com/constraint-systems

 Flow
An experimental image editor tha...





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                Bitmap Image to 'Pixel Perfect' Vector Graphic or 3D model

The HTML5 application on this page converts your bitmap image online into a Scalable Vector Graphics or 3D model.

The result is 'pixel perfect'/lossless.
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    Damien Guizard : French architect and artist

	
    Arte factory : Visualize architecture

	
    Atlas of True Names : The Atlas of True Names reveals the etymological roots, or original meanings, of the familiar terms on today's maps of the World, Europe, the British ...

	
    Dun.AV * Danube Panorama Project * Introduction : The Danube Panorama Project is an experimental approach to photographic mapping and cartography. It's goal is to produce a full panorama of the Danube...

	
    Ed Ruscha's Hollywood Boulevard, 1973 and 2002 : <p>Artist Ed Ruscha's fascination with the vernacular architecture of Los Angeles began over fifty years ago and continues to this day. In the 1960s, ...





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                https://www.atlasofplaces.com/research/infrastructure-patterns-i/

https://www.atlasofplaces.com/research/infrastructure-patterns-vii/



Atlas of Places is a public educational collection of Academia, Architecture, Cartography, Cinema, Essays, Painting, Photography and Research. Its objective is to question the meaning of places. It is curated according to continuously evolving philosophical, social and cultural beliefs. This is merely an occasional collection. Some works date from 1230, some from the recent past, some from the present. They have this characteristic in common that they are outlooks, in the truest sense of the word. In them will be found little more than the intention of clarifying a few ideas that might really be called political if that fine word, so attractive and exciting to the mind, did not arouse today so many great scruples and great repugnance.

Atlas of Places simply wishes to make a little clearer to itself the notions that it has received from others or that, like others, it has formed for itself — notions that everyone uses for thinking about human groups, their relations and difficulties with one another. The effort to clarify such matters is assuredly not the business of those men who practice or mix in them. This collection is the work of an amateur.

Atlas of Places is dedicated to those persons who have no system and belong to no party and are therefore still free to doubt whatever is doubtful and to maintain what is not.

Atlas of Places is curated day by day, the works shared do not pretend to show any organic development: the link between them is rather one of insistence and repetition. For while one doesn’t know whether things which are repeated are pleasing, one’s belief is that they are significant. And what is sought throughout this collection are significant features.

Atlas of Places produces cartography, satellite imagery and orthoimagery for exhibitions, editorial projects and various other mediums. This continuous production appears in the Research collection. If you wish to collaborate, please scroll down to the “Collaboration” section below.

Atlas of Places originated in the Pyrénées-Orientales during the summer of 2015 and is edited by Thomas Paturet. 
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                                The Voynichese project - A simple syntax for querying words in the Voynich Manuscript
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    The Digital Comic Museum : <p>We are the best site for downloading FREE public domain Golden Age Comics. All files here have been researched by our staff and users to make sure ...

	
    World Digital Library : The World Digital Library (WDL) makes available on the Internet, free of charge and in multilingual format, significant primary materials from countri...

	
    Writing Machines — Today’s world is a world of machines : Writing Machines is a resource dedicated to various projects related to electronic literature/books/writing/art curated by Julia Garcia

	
    How to annotate literally everything | beepb00p : Comprehensive overview of existing tools, strategies and thoughts on interacting with your data

1. Motivation 
2. Annotating web
Pocket Instapape...

	
    A Thousand Plateaus - Drawings : <p>These drawings are a methodical interpretation of A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schzophrenia by Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari.<br /><br /...





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                

The Voynichese project (VP) defines a simple syntax for querying words in the Voynich Manuscript. While this syntax is only used internally, by the VP's query processor, it's important to be aware of how it operates in order to effectively query the manuscript.

Note that, unlike most query languages, Voynichese queries are evaluated at the word level. As such, word delimiters like whitespace and punctuation are not allowed.

Voynichese queries may use the following characters:

a,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,k,l,m,n,o,p,q,r,s,t,v,x,y,z,*,^,$

The characters a-z each match the corresponding EVA character.

The wildcard character "*" matches one or more EVA characters. Note that the wildcard may also be represented as a dash "-", for example when used in an URL.

The "^" character matches the start of a word.

The "$" character matches the end of a word.

For example, the query ^daiin$ will exactly match the EVA word daiin, whereas the query daiin (excluding the ^ and $ symbols) will match any EVA word containing daiin, such as chodaiindy.
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                                < hydra > - LIVE CODING NETWORKED VISUALS
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    (fluxus) - A 3D game engine for livecoding worlds into existence : Fluxus is a rapid prototyping, playing and learning environment for 3D graphics, sound and games.

	
    Codetree : Open source processing code community

	
    Flickr api : To use flickr image with flash

	
    IanniX - syncs via Open Sound Control (OSC) events and curves to your real-time environment : <p>IanniX is a graphical open source sequencer, based on Iannis Xenakis works, for digital art. IanniX syncs via Open Sound Control (OSC) events and c...

	
    Plask - Live coding : Plask is a multimedia programming environment.





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                

Hydra is a platform for live coding visuals, in which each connected browser window can be used as a node of a modular and distributed video synthesizer.

Built using WebRTC (peer-to-peer web streaming) and WebGL, hydra allows each connected browser/device/person to output a video signal or stream, and receive and modify streams from other browsers/devices/people. The API is inspired by analog modular synthesis, in which multiple visual sources (oscillators, cameras, application windows, other connected windows) can be transformed, modulated, and composited via combining sequences of functions.

Features:

Written in javascript and compatible with other javascript libraries

Available as a platform as well as a set of standalone modules

Cross-platform and requires no installation (runs in the browser)

Also available as a package for live coding from within atom text editor

Experimental and forever evolving !!
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                                Fold 'N Fly » Paper Airplane Folding Instructions
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    Origami Club : Origami Club in English is information site about origami for everyone for free.

	
    Cut / Fold Templates for paper mechanisms : ![](http://cutfoldtemplates.com/images/robbyorigami.jpg)

How does our understanding of technology change when abstractions become tangible? In this...

	
    Collection | British Museum :  The new Collection online

From Dürer to the Rosetta Stone, explore 4.5 million objects.

The database is based on the British Museum's collectio...

	
    Le Louvre - Collections : The Collections database consists of entries for more than 480,000 works in the Musée du Louvre and Musée National Eugène-Delacroix. Updated on a dail...

	
    100 Extraordinary Examples of Paper Art : Paper art can be traced back to Japan, where it originated over a thousand years ago. From complex paper cutting to book carving, this is an ever expa...
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                                Cables - Create beautiful interactive content
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    Karsten Schmidt - thi.ng - computational design tools for Clojure & Clojurescript : An open source collection of 20+ computational design tools for Clojure & Clojurescript by Karsten Schmidt.

In active development since 2012, and t...

	
    (fluxus) - A 3D game engine for livecoding worlds into existence : Fluxus is a rapid prototyping, playing and learning environment for 3D graphics, sound and games.

	
    Complexification : Processing gallery

	
    Danny Brown : 

	
    Isadora : Made by mark coniglio





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                Cables is your model kit for creating beautiful interactive content. With an easy to navigate interface and results in real time, it allows for fast prototyping and prompt adjustments.







Working with cables is just as easy as creating cable spaghetti:

You are provided with a given set of operators such as mathematical functions, shapes and materials.

Connect these to each other using virtual cables to create the scene you have in mind.

Easily export your piece of work at any time. Embed it into your website or use it for any kind of creative installation.
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    RACHEL-Pi - A portable plug-and-play server which stores educational websites offline : RACHEL is a portable plug-and-play server which stores educational websites and makes that content available over any local (offline) wireless connect...

	
    (fluxus) - A 3D game engine for livecoding worlds into existence : Fluxus is a rapid prototyping, playing and learning environment for 3D graphics, sound and games.

	
    Adruino : Open-source physical computing platform

	
    Ogre3D : OGRE has grown to become one of the most popular open-source graphics rendering engines, and has been used in a large number of production projects, i...

	
    Openeyes : Open-hardware toolkit for real-time eye tracking





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                Welcome to Exploring Technology, a wishful remedy to the increasing knowledge gap between machine builders and machine users.

Learn about : 

A-Frame

Arduino

AxiDraw

Bitsy

Cables

Cinema 4D

Circuit

GitHub

Colab

Glitch

Hubs

Hydra

Laser Cutting

Lightform

Lights

Machine Learning

Makey Makey

NFT

Node

Photogrammetry

Processing

Projectors

Raspberry Pi

Resolume

Tone

Spark

Web
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                                DrawingBotV3: Drawing Bot is a free, open source software for converting images to line drawings
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    Grafx2 - A pixelart-oriented painting program : <p>GrafX2 is a bitmap paint program inspired by the Amiga programs <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deluxe_Paint" rel="nofollow">Deluxe Paint</a>...

	
    Harmony by Mr. Doob : Draw from your browser sketchy, shaded, chrome, fur, long fur and web style.

	
    PabloDraw : <p>PabloDraw is an Ansi/Ascii text and RIPscrip vector graphic art editor/viewer with multi-user capabilities.</p>
<p><br /><img src="https://i1.wp.co...

	
    PatterNodes - Patterns and animations with node-based interface : PatterNodes is a procedural design to for creating graphical patterns, animations or illustrations based on repetitions. This is done by defining a se...

	
    Embroidermodder - Editing, scaling, and translating of sewing machine embroidery files : Embroidermodder is a free machine embroidery software program which allows editing, scaling, and translating sewing machine embroidery files to a vari...





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                





Drawing Bot is a free, open source software for converting images to line drawings for Plotters / Drawing Machines / 3D printers. It also serves as an application for visual artists to create stylised line drawings from images / video.

It is available for Windows, Mac and Linux.

If you want to support the development of DrawingBotV3 you can donate here or contribute to the Drawing Bot Collection!

Features

15 Path Finding Algorithms - all highly configurable to create unique drawing styles
Automatic Path Optimisation for Faster Plots - Line Simplifying, Merging, Filtering, Sorting
Pen Settings: configurable colour / stroke width / distribution weight / blend modes - perfect for multi-layered plots.
Image Sequences: You can export image sequences animations of your creations!
Version Control: Save your favourite versions as you go and reload them.
Project Saving & Loading
60+ Image Filters for pre processing the imported image
Automated CMYK separation
Advanced User Interface with live drawing preview
User configurable Drawing Area, with Padding / Scaling Modes
Special pens for Original Colour/Grayscale Sampling
Presets: can be saved/imported/exported for sharing different styles with other users
Exports can be exported per/pen or per/drawing in multiple file types
Batch Processing: Convert entire folders of images automatically.
GCode - configurable Drawing Area, XYZ Offsets / Auto Homing.
vpype Integration

Path Finding Modules

Sketch Lines PFM
Sketch Curves PFM
Sketch Squares PFM
Sketch Quad Beziers PFM
Sketch Cubic Beziers PFM
Sketch Catmull-Roms PFM
Sketch Shapes PFM
Sketch Sobel Edges PFM
Spiral PFM
Voronoi Circles
Voronoi Triangulation
Voronoi Stippling
Voronoi Diagram
Mosaic Rectangles
Mosaic Voronoi

More info here

Supported File Types

Import Formats:

Images: [.tif, .tga, .png, .jpg, .gif, .bmp, .jpeg] 

Export Formats:

Vectors: [.svg, .pdf],

Images/Image Sequences: [.tif, .tga, .png, .jpg, .jpeg]

GCode: [.gcode, .txt],
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                                GCODE.Clay | Emerging Objects
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    An Introduction to 3D Printing for Architecture by Piet Meijs : <p>Rapid Prototyping, otherwise known as 3D printing.<br />More here : <a class="moz-txt-link-freetext" href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1u4I0vxd...

	
    Greg Petchkovsky - Blending real objects with 3d prints : <p>A sandstone block built from lego</p>

	
    Karsten Schmidt - thi.ng - computational design tools for Clojure & Clojurescript : An open source collection of 20+ computational design tools for Clojure & Clojurescript by Karsten Schmidt.

In active development since 2012, and t...

	
    Sundial by Prescription (2016) : ![](https://media.allyou.net/1/12686/images/6729217/160403_prescription_layout_00.jpg.2400x5000_q90.jpg)

Sundial is a solar analysis project by pre...

	
    AI + 3D printing : ![](https://66.media.tumblr.com/87da99e7915ed2d1aa3f340a57baeea4/tumblr_pxk22s95jn1qjjis9o1_1280.jpg)





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                GCODE.Clay was first exhibited at Space 2214 in its inaugural exhibition investigating Pattern, Predictability, and Repetition , which explored the themes of repetition, and rote action—a defining peril of modernity. In this project, the unpredictability is the fundamental aspiration of the object making. Patterns emerge and disappear in the variations of the experiments explored.
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    .download finished : Download Finished transforms and re-publishes films from P2P networks and online archives. Found footage becomes the rough material for the transforma...

	
    3d2lux : Conception Multimedia, free-lance CHRISTLER Cedric & Sylvie Ulrich 2D / 3D Illustration Animation Interactivite temps reel

	
    ARTEFAKT ASBL : Bienvenus sur le nouveau site internet de l asbl artefakt ! Ce site est encore en construction mais du contenu commence a etre accessible. Il est enti...

	
    Arts des nouveaux medias : Arts des nouveaux medias [AdNMblog] est un blog de documentation et d analyse dedie aux implications des nouveaux medias dans l art contemporain. Il e...

	
    Camille utterback : Interactive video art





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                Conceptual artist exploring our use of technology and its ethical and aesthetic implications.

_

[EN] Filipe Vilas-Boas was born in Portugal in 1981. He is a self-taught conceptual artist currently living and working in Paris. Without being a naive tech utopist or a reluctant technophobe, he explores our use of technology and its ethical and aesthetic implications. His installations, performances and conceptual artworks question the global digitalization of our societies, mostly by merging our physical (IRL) and digital (URL) worlds.

His works were highlighted in the Portuguese Emerging Art Books, 2018 & 2019 Edition and have been shown internationally notably at Nuit Blanche Paris, the UNESCO, Biennale Siana, Le Cube, The French Ministry of Culture, Biennale Némo - Le 104 (FR), Athens Digital Art Festival, Monitor - Heraklion Contemporary Arts Festival (GR), Zaratan, MAAT Museum (PT) and at the Tate Modern (UK). 
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                                Luminous-Lint - Histories of photography
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    ADAGP - Les droits d'auteur dans les arts visuels : L'ADAGP est la societe francaise de gestion collective des droits d'auteur dans les arts visuels (peinture, sculpture, photographie, multimedia

	
    ArtLex : Art dictionary

	
    Artfacts : Classifies and publishes current exhibitions

	
    Chroma : Dictionnaire des noms de couleurs

	
    Creativity techniques : Creativity and innovation techniques





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                Luminous-Lint is used worldwide by curators, educators, photography students, photohistorians, collectors and photographers to better understand the many histories of photography.
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                                http://www.luminous-lint.com/app/home/H1/
                            

                            
                                
                            
                            
                            
                            
                        

                    

                

            

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Creative Coding: Generative Art, Data visualization, Interaction Design, Resources.
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    Open source, experimental, and tiny tools roundup : This is a list of smaller tools that might be useful in building your game/website/interactive project. Although I’ve mostly also included ‘standards’...

	
    Exploring Technology : Welcome to Exploring Technology, a wishful remedy to the increasing knowledge gap between machine builders and machine users.

Learn about : 

A-F...

	
    Scratchapixel 3.0 : A free educational site that progressively introduces you to the world of computer graphics.

Our application programming approach guides you throug...

	
    (fluxus) - A 3D game engine for livecoding worlds into existence : Fluxus is a rapid prototyping, playing and learning environment for 3D graphics, sound and games.

	
    50 Ubuntu Opensource Applications For Design And Developing : Ubuntu software for designers and developers





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                Carefully curated list of awesome creative coding resources primarily for beginners/intermediates : 



Books

	Generative Art: A Practical Guide - Practical guide using Processing.
	Generative Design - Visualize, Program, and Create with Processing.
	The Nature of Code - Simulating natural systems with Processing.
	Programming Design Systems - Practical introduction to the new foundations of graphic design.
	Learning Modern 3D Graphics Programming - Series of tutorials on using OpenGL to do graphical rendering.
	Programming Interactivity - Designer's Guide to Processing, Arduino, and openFrameworks.
	openFrameworks Essentials - openFrameworks beginner Guide for programmer, visual artist, or designer.
	Mastering openFrameworks: Creative Coding Demystified - Advanced in depth guide to openFrameworks.
	Algorithms for Visual Design Using the Processing Language - Experiment with design problems to create 3D animations, GUIs, and more.
	Foundation HTML5 Animation with JavaScript - Everything you need to know to create animation using the HTML5 canvas.
	Playing with chaos - Programming Fractals and Strange Attractors in JavaScript.
	Ray Tracing in One Weekend - Mini book about Ray Tracing.
	Processing 2: Creative Programming Cookbook - Guides you to explore the Processing environment using practical and useful recipes.
	Data-driven Graphic Design - Creative Coding for Visual Communication.
	Real-Time Rendering - Learn how to use modern techniques to generate synthetic three-dimensional images in a fraction of a second.
	Graphics Shaders: Theory and Practice - Introduction to shader programming in general, but focusing on the GLSL shading language.
	Anton's OpenGL 4 Tutorials -  Practical guide to starting 3d programming with OpenGL.
	Physics for JavaScript Games, Animation, and Simulations - Teaches JavaScript programmers how to incorporate real physics into their HTML5 games, animations, and simulations.
	Math for Programmers - Book teaches you to solve mathematical problems in code.
	Synthèse d'images avec OpenGL (ES) - Book in french, which ░░█▒ █▒▒ █▓▓░ers OpenGL, OpenGL ES and WebGL.
	Hands-On Music Generation with Magenta - Design and use machine learning models for music generation using Magenta and make them interact with existing music creation tools


Online Books

	The Book of Shaders - Step-by-step guide through the abstract and complex universe of fragment shaders.
	WebGL Fundamentals - WebGL from the ground up. No magic.
	WebGL 2 Fundamentals - WebGL2 from the ground up. No magic.
	Learn OpenGL - Extensive tutorial resource for learning Modern OpenGL.
	Scratchapixel 2.0 - Learn Computer Graphics From Scratch.
	ofBook - Community-written book/guide on openFrameworks.
	OGLdev - Collection of modern OpenGL tutorials by Etay Meiri.
	OpenGL Tutorial - Site dedicated to tutorials for OpenGL 3.3 and later.
	Open.gl - Guide that teach you the basics of using OpenGL.
	Pixel Shaders - Interactive Introduction to Graphics Programming.
	OpenGLBook - Free OpenGL programming tutorial in online book format.
	Graphics Programming Projects - Book about 3D computational graphics by Morgan McGuire.
	On Generative Algorithms - Notes about generating various organic patterns, with examples and Python code, by Anders Hoff.
	Computer Graphics from Scratch -  A raytracing and rasterization textbook that teaches you how OpenGL and DirectX works.
	A Primer on Bézier Curves - A free book for when you really need to know how to do Bézier things.
	3D Game Shaders For Beginners - Step-by-step guide to real-time shading techniques.
	XEM WebGL Guide - Step-by-step guide to WebGL.
	WebGL Academy - Learn WebGL and 3D algorithmic in a progressive and interactive way.


Courses

	Create 3D Graphics in JS Using WebGL - Get started creating content with WebGL without any frameworks.
	Learn HTML5 Graphics and Animation - Introduction to the canvas 2D drawing API.
	Interactive 3D Graphics - Udacity course that teach you the principles of 3D computer graphics.
	Interactive Computer Graphics - Computer graphics course from Coursera.
	Kadenze Creative Coding - Selection of Kadenze courses ░░█▒ █▒▒ █▓▓░ering p5.js, TensorFlow, Max/Jitter, and ChucK.
	Think. Create. Code - EDX course to learn programming with ProcessingJS.
	Creative Programming for Digital Media & Mobile Apps - Coursera course on creative coding with processing.
	Imaginary Institute - Learn how to create gorgeous interactive graphics.
	Future Learn: Creative Coding - Use computer programming as a creative discipline to generate sounds, images, animations and more.
	Intro to JS: Drawing & Animation - Use JavaScript and the ProcessingJS library to create drawings and animations.
	Advanced JS: Natural Simulations - Combine JS, ProcessingJS, and mathematical concepts to simulate nature in your programs
	Interactive Data Visualization with Processing - Learn how to read, map, and illustrate data with Processing.
	Programming Data Visualizations: A Coding Toolkit for Processing - Join information designer Nicholas Felton in the world of Processing.
	Introduction to Data Visualization - Join Nicholas Felton for a smart, comprehensive, and inspiring intro to data visualization.
	Programming Graphics I, 2, 3 - Learn generative art and Processing with art with Joshua Davis.
	Creative Coding with Canvas & WebGL - Workshop by Matt DesLauriers. that teaches you about generative art, interactive animations, 3D graphics, and shaders.
	Advanced Creative Coding with WebGL & Shaders - Workshop by Matt DesLauriers that go deeper into graphics programming, math and shaders.


Tools

Frameworks • Libraries • Ecosystems

	Processing [Cross-platform] - Computer programming language and IDE for visual arts.
	Cinder [Cross-platform] - Open source library for professional-quality creative coding in C++.
	openFrameworks [Cross-platform] - Open source C++ toolkit for creative coding.
	C4 [iOS] - Open-source creative coding framework for iOS.
	Unity [Mac, Win] - Game engine, but useful for creative coding and installations.
	Godot [Cross-platform] - Open source game engine, that can also be used for all sorts of things.
	PlayCanvas [Cross-platform] - Open source, realtime collaborative WebGL engine.
	hg_sdf [Cross-platform] - GLSL library for building signed distance functions.
	HYPE [Cross-platform] - HYPE_processing, is a collection of classes that performs heavy lifting tasks while using a minimal amount of code writing.
	nannou

[Cross-platform] - Open-source creative coding framework for the Rust language
	thi.ng

[Cross-platform] - Open source collection of computational design tools for the Clojure and ClojureScript languages
	PixelKit [iOS, Mac] - Open source, live graphics, Swift framework, powered by Metal.
	OPENRNDR [Cross-platform] - Open source library for creative coding written in Kotlin.
	Phaser [Cross-platform] - HTML5 framework for building games, uses both a Canvas and WebGL renderer.
	Canvas-sketch [Cross-platform] - HTML5 framework for making generative artwork in JavaScript and the browser.


Visual Programming Languages

	vvvv [Win] - Hybrid visual/textual live-programming environment for easy prototyping and development.
	VisualScript [Cross-platform] - Visual coding language in the Godot game engine.
	NodeBox [Mac, Win] - Cross-platform, node-based GUI for efficient data visualizations and generative design.
	TouchDesigner [Mac, Win] - Visual development platform to create realtime projects.
	Quartz Composer [Mac] - Development tool for processing and rendering graphical data.
	Vuo [Mac] - Live interactive-media programming environment.
	Max [Mac, Win] - Visual programming language for media.
	Pure Data [Cross-platform] - Open source visual programming language for multimedia.
	i-score [Cross-platform] - Interactive sequencer to control creative coding libraries and toolkits.
	tooll [Win] - Open source tool for creating interactive 3d content and animations.
	XOD [Cross-platform] - Open source visual programming language and environment for microcontroller-based projects.
	Isadora [Cross-platform] - Scene based media control software with integrated projection mapper.
	cables [Cross-platform/Web] - Your model kit for creating beautiful interactive content. Currently in private beta, invites can be requested.
	eternal [Web] - Programs as graphs and graphs as compositional tools for creation
	Notch Builder [Win] - Node-based authoring tool with a strong focus on real-time graphics. Currently in beta.
	Synopsis - A suite of open source software for computational cinematography.
	JOY.JS - Realtime visual coding tool, easy to understand and aimed at beginners.
	Pixel Nodes [iPad] - Live graphics node editor, powered by PixelKit.


Sound Programming Languages

	SuperCollider [Multi-platform] - Platform for audio synthesis and algorithmic composition.
	ChucK - Strongly-timed, concurrent, and on-the-fly music programming language.
	TidalCycles - Domain specific language for live coding of pattern.
	Sonic Pi - The live coding music synth for everyone.
	Csound - A sound and music computing system.
	Orca - Live coding environment to quickly create procedural sequencers.
	handel - A small procedural programming language for writing songs in browser. 


Web Programming • Libraries

	three.js - JavaScript 3D library.
	regl - Functional WebGL.
	Stackgl - Open software ecosystem for WebGL, built on top of browserify and npm.
	Paper.js - The swiss army knife of vector graphics scripting.
	Pixi.js - HTML 5 2D rendering engine that uses webGL with canvas fallback.
	p5.js - JavaScript library that starts with the original goal of Processing.
	Pts.js - JavaScript library for visualization and creative-coding.
	Fabric.js - Javascript canvas library, SVG-to-canvas parser.
	Maker.js - Parametric line drawing for SVG, CNC & laser cutters.
	OpenJSCAD - Programmatic 3D modeling in JavaScript.
	Sketch.js - Minimal JavaScript creative coding framework.
	Two.js - Two-dimensional drawing api geared towards modern web browsers.
	ClayGL - WebGL graphic library for building scalable Web3D applications.
	Proton - A lightweight and powerful javascript particle engine.
	lightgl.js - A lightweight WebGL library.
	picogl.js - A minimal WebGL 2 rendering library.
	Alfrid - A WebGL tool set.
	Babylon.js - complete JavaScript framework for building 3D games with HTML 5 and WebGL.
	twigl - A Tiny WebGL helper Library.
	luma.gl - WebGL2 Components for Data Visualization.
	css-doodle - A web component for drawing patterns with CSS.
	OGL.js - JavaScript 3D library (WebGL)
	Zdog - A pseudo-3D engine for canvas & SVG
	Oimo.js - Lightweight 3d physics engine for javascript
	Ammo.js - Direct port of the Bullet physics engine to JavaScript using Emscripten


Projection Mapping • VJing

	MadMapper [Mac] - Video mapping projections and Light mapping.
	VDMX [Mac] - Realtime multimedia performance application.
	Modul8 [Mac] - Real time video mixing and compositing.
	Resolume [Mac, Win] - Mixing of digital video and effects in a realtime.
	CoGe VJ [Mac] - VJ software designed for realtime HD video mixing and compositing with a modular user interface.
	VirtualMapper - Realtime preview tool for projection mapping.
	Millumin [Mac] - A software to create and perform interactive audiovisual shows.
	Smode [Win] - A real-time 2D/3D creation, compositing and video-mapping engine.
	Veejay [Linux] - A live performance tool featuring simple non-linear editing and mixing from multiple sources (files, devices, streams...)


Online

	Shadertoy - Build and share shaders with the world and get inspired.
	GLSLbin - Fragment shader sandbox with support for glslify.
	GLSL Sandbox - Online shader editor and gallery.
	Shdr Editor - Online shader editor.
	CodePen - Show case of advanced techniques with editable source code.
	Shadershop - Interface for programming GPU shaders.
	Vertexshaderart - Online shader editor and gallery.
	Cyos - Online shader editor.
	GlslEditor - Simple WebGL Fragment Shader Editor.
	OpenProcessing -  Create and experiment with algorithmic design, Processing and P5.js.
	P5.js Editor - Online web editor for P5.js.
	LiveCodeLab - Run-as-you-type tool for VJs, musicians, teachers, students, kids.
	Turtletoy - Minimalistic API and online showcase for generative code. (Javascript)
	ShaderGif - Open source home for art made with code (WebGL1/2, JavaScript Canvas & P5.js).
	P5LIVE - p5.js live-coding environment.
	NEORT - Digital art platform for creative coders (Fragment Shader, Javascript Canvas).
	Shelly - Learn programming by issuing instructions to a turtle.
	tixy.land - The most minimalist creative coding environment is alive.
	BBC Micro bot - Run your tweet on an 8-bit computer emulator.


Hardware

	Arduino - Open source microcontroller kits for building digital devices and interactive objects.
	Raspberry Pi - Small single-board computers.
	Puck.js - Open source JavaScript microcontroller you can program wirelessly.
	BeagleBoard - Low-power open source single-board computers.
	Makey Makey - Turn everyday objects into touchpads and combine them with the internet.
	Tessel - Easy to use microcontroller that runs JavaScript.
	Leap Motion - Sensor device that supports hand and finger motions as input.
	AxiDraw - Simple, modern, and precise pen plotter.
	Phidgets - Sensors, input devices and controllers for computers.
	Teensy - USB-based microcontroller development system.
	Lightform - AR projection mapping with built-in depth sensor.


Other

	Structure Synth [Cross-platform] - Application for generating 3D structures by specifying a design grammar.
	F3 [Mac] - Powerful 3D design app that enables you to live code 3D form.
	Fragment [Mac]- App to live code GLSL graphics.
	ShaderTool [Win] - Modern shader IDE for programmers and FX artists.
	Syphon [Mac] - Allows applications to share frames with one another in realtime.
	KodeLife - Real-time GPU shader editor, live-code performance tool and graphics prototyping sketchpad.
	ISF - GLSL shaders for use in interactive applications.
	glslViewer - Live-coding console tool that renders GLSL Shaders.
	DrawBot [Mac] - Education oriented 2d graphics programming environment based on python.
	Klak - A collection of scripts for creative coding with Unity.
	basil.js - Scripting (JS) in InDesign for designers and artists in the spirit of Processing.
	Konstrukt [Cross-platform] - A commandline tool to generate different scaleable patterns as SVGs.


Learning Resources

Videos

	The Coding Train - Daniel Shiffman makes videos about creative coding.
	MFGD - Fragment Shaders - YouTube playlist about fragment shaders.
	Shaders Laboratory - YouTube channel about shaders.
	Makin' Stuff Look Good - YouTube channel about shaders case studies.
	openFrameworks Tutorial Series - YouTube series to learning openFrameworks
	openFrameworks tutorial - YouTube playlist about openFrameworks - not updated [2015].
	Shader Tutorial Series - YouTube playlist about Shaders, using Visual Studio Code.
	Kha Tutorial Series - YouTube playlist about the Kha framework, built in Haxe.
	Fun with WebGL 2.0 - YouTube playlist about WebGL 2.0.
	Modern OpenGL 3.0+ Tutorials - YouTube playlist about modern OpenGL.
	Vertexshaderart - YouTube playlist about vertex shaders.
	Diving in Three.js - YouTube playlist diving into three.js.
	Shadertoy Tutorials - YouTube playlist teaching you how to make shaders, starting with zero knowledge using shadertoy.
	WebGL Lightning - Introduction to WebGL lightning with Greg Tatum.


Talks

	Intro to WebGL Slides Video - Intro to WebGL with three.js.
	Inigo Quilez Live - Collection of live coding videos by Íñigo Quílez.
	There is also canvas - Bruno Imbrizi go through the use of canvas for creative coding at WebExpo 2016. Interactive slides here.
	Draw. Move. Fail. Repeat. - Slides by @williamapan from his Creative developer workshop at Gobelins.
	OpenGL 3D Game Tutorials - Beginners tutorial series about creating 3D games OpenG.
	How We Do This Shit - Talk on how tech-based artists do this financially.
	Making WebGL Dance - How I Learnt to Stop Worrying and Love Linear Algebra.
	The Pixel Factory - Talk about WebGL, GPUs and Math by Steven Wittens.
	Poetic Computation - Inspiring talk by Zach Lieberman.
	Generative Machines - FITC talk by Matt DesLauriers about his passion for generative art.


Articles • Tutorials

Shaders • OpenGL • WebGL

	Introduction to shaders - Part 1 of an introduction to shaders using threejs.
	Three.js 101 - Introduction to three.js from a creative coder perspective.
	Experimenting with Three.js shaders and the ShaderMaterial - Introduction to custom mesh shader materials.
	lwjgl: Shaders - Shader tutorial in the context of lwjgl-basics.
	[Shaders: A primer](https://notes.underscoredis░░█▒ █▒▒ █▓▓░ery.com/shaders-a-primer/) - A primer on shaders.
	[Shaders: Second stage](https://notes.underscoredis░░█▒ █▒▒ █▓▓░ery.com/shaders-second-stage/) - The second part to the previous.
	WebGL Lessons — Fragment Shaders - A brief introduction to fragment shaders.
	WebGL Lessons — ThreeJS Shaders - Using custom vertex and fragment shaders in ThreeJS.
	ThreeJS post-proces example - example of post-processing effects in ThreeJS.
	Ray Marching and Signed Distance Functions - Introduction to ray tracing.
	Introduction to Ray Tracing - A simple method for creating 3D images.
	GLSL lighting walkthrough - Phong shading tutorial with glslify.
	Three glslify example - Example on how to use three.js with glslify.
	WebGL Beyond Dom - Greg Tatum explain the basic of WebGL using Regl.
	FBO particles - Article about FBO/GPGPU particles by @nicoptere.
	Ray marching (with THREE.js) - Article about ray marching with three.js by @nicoptere.
	Custom shaders with Three.JS - Introduction to custom shaders, uniforms, textures and lighting in three.js.
	An intro to modern OpenGL - First part of an introduction to modern OpenGL.
	Modern OpenGL Series - Good introduction to some of the OpenGL terms.
	Smooth minimum - Article about the smooth based primitive union.
	Modeling with distance functions - Collection of distance functions in one centralized place.
	Volumetric rendering - Explains how to create complex 3D shapes inside volumetric shaders.
	Real-time Rendering - Book, blog and collection of resources regarding real-time rendering.
	OpenGL 4 Shaders - Short and sweet introduction to OpenGL shaders by Anton Gerdelan.
	On ray casting, ray tracing, ray marching and the like - The title says it all. Introduction by Adok.
	Sun and Black Cat - Articles on shaders and other computer graphics related topics.
	Writing a small software renderer - Really good introduction to how basic software rendering works.
	WebGL Tutorials - Website with a really good collection of WebGL tutorials.
	Generating Geometry: 1, 2, 3 - Beginner introduction on how to create geometry object.
	Three.js sine animation - Learn how to add sine waves to a circle with three.js. (oF version)
	Into Vertex Shaders - Series of tutorials about WebGL, Three.js, and Three.bas.
	The Spaces of WebGL - Brief overview over the different coordinate systems through out the 3D graphics pipeline.
	WebGL Workshop - Short and sweet online introduction to WebGL.
	THREE.js & instanced geometry - Fluffy predator with three.js and instanced geometry.
	Particle Effects via Billboards - How to create a particle effects with billboarding and WebGL.
	Beautifully Animate Points with WebGL and regl - How to create GPGPU particles with regl.
	WebGL Tutorial: Directional Shadow Mapping without extensions - Introduction to the concepts behind real time directional light shadow mapping.
	WebGL Quest - A tutorial and a list of useful resources to use WebGL raymarching and distance functions easily.
	Exploring bump mapping with WebGL - Introduction to different bump mapping techniques.
	OpenGL/GLSL Shader Programing - Deck on OpenGL/GLSL shader programing.
	Particles in a Simplex Noise Flow Field - Perlin noise flow field tutorial.
	Flow Fields, Part 1 Part 2 - Introduction to flow fields also known as vector fields.
	Graphics for Games - Introduction to 3D graphics programming including shaders, math post-processing etc. from Newcastle University.
	Three.js Basics - Introduction to Three.js by Eric Haines.
	An Interactive Introduction to WebGL and three.js - Slides from the SIGGRAPH 2017 WebGL workshop.
	How to Start Learning Computer Graphics Programming - Advice and thoughts on how to get started by Eric Arnebäck.
	What Every Coder Should Know About Gamma - Deep dive into the importance of gamma.


Canvas

	HTML Canvas Deep Dive - Profound introduction to the canvas API.
	31 days of Canvas tutorials - Collection of canvas tutorials by Seb Lee-Delisle.


Hardware

	Pen Plotter Art & Algorithms Part 1, 2 - How to use the AxiDraw pen plotter with JavaScript.


Other

	Noise in Creative Coding - In-depth blog post about noise as an indispensable tool for creative coding.
	Cat Like Coding - In depth tutorials on math, algorithms and Unity.
	Fun Programming - Learn creative coding writing simple programs.
	Creative-coding on iOS with C4 - Introduction to C4 published on Creative Applications.
	COSMOS - An end-to-end tutorial on the design, programming and launch of an app using C4.
	Particle Physics - Particle physics explained.
	Visualizing Algorithms - Looks at the use of visualization to understand, explain and debug algorithms.
	Adventures in Game Development World - Easy to understand collection of articles on game developement, but relevant to creative coding as well.
	Shepherding random numbers - Tiny guide to shepherding random numbers.
	Amit’s Game Programming Information - Collection of resources on stuff like path-finding, Ai, math etc.
	Tips to Improve Your Generative Artwork - Tips to make your art look better.
	Working With Color in Generative Art - Tips on how to get color right.


Interactive

	Shader-school - Workshop for GLSL shaders and graphics programming.
	Webgl-workshop - The sequel to shader-school: Learn the WebGL API.
	Fragment-oundry - Interactive fragment shader tutorial.
	SDF Tutorial 1: box & balloon - Shadertoy tutorial on raytracing.
	HOWTO: Ray Marching - Shadertoy tutorial on Ray Marching.
	Raymarch Tutorial2 - Shadertoy raymarch tutorial.
	GLSL 2D Tutorials - Shadertoy GLSL 2D Tutorial.
	Bubble Breakdown - Shader breakdown by Perlin.
	Let's Make A Ray Marcher - Interactive Shader-Toy on writing a ray marcher.
	Raymarching - Interactive Shader-Toy raymarching tutorial.


Quick References • Cheatsheets

	Shaderific GLSL - OpenGL ES shading language reference.
	The Book of Shaders Glossary - Shader glossary by theme.
	gltut glossary pages: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 - OpenGL 3D programming glossary.
	Canvas Cheatsheet - Quick and visual canvas cheatsheet.
	WebGL Cheatsheet - WebGL 1.0 API reference card.
	Glossary of Computer Graphics - Glossary of terms relating computer graphics.
	GLSL Reference Guide - OpenGL Shading Language quick reference guide.
	3D Maths Cheat Sheet - Math cheatsheet by Anton Gerdelan, from his OpenGL book.
	docs.GL - Improvement of the official OpenGL documentation.
	OpenGL Shading Language - Khronos Group GLSL wiki.
	OpenGL 4.3 Reference Card - PDF Reference Card for the OpenGL 4.3 API.
	Easings - Interactive easing functions cheatsheet.
	The newbie's PBR Cheat Sheet - Short and sweet visual overview on PBR.
	PixelSpirit - GLSL library on the back of tarot cards, for learning and reference.
	Procedural Patterns And Noises - Collection of procedural patterns and procedural noises.
	Three.js Reference - Reference from the Udacity Interactive 3D Graphics course.
	Visual Noises - Visualize noise algorithms in 1D and 2D.
	Trigonoparty - Simple trigonometry visualisation.


Communities

Subreddits

	r/creativecoding - Sharing and discussing the use of computer programming as a creative discipline.
	r/raytraycing - Subreddit on raytracing.
	r/opengl - News and discussion about OpenGL on all platforms.
	r/graphicsprogramming - Subreddit on graphics programming.
	r/processing - Subreddit on Processing.
	r/shaders - Subreddit on shaders.
	r/proceduralgeneration - Subreddit on procedural generation.
	r/MachineLearning - Subreddit on machine learning.
	r/generative - Subreddit on generative art and music.


Slack

	Creative-Dev Slack - Creative Development Slack.
	Generative Art Slack - Generative Art Slack.
	Creative Coding Club - Creative Coding Club Slack.
	Creative Coding - Creative Coding Slack.
	openFrameworks - openFrameworks Slack.


Other

	The Creative Coding Podcast - Iain and Seb discuss the ins and outs of creative coding.
	realtimevfx.com - Real Time VFX Community.
	Data Stories - Podcast on data visualization.
	3D Programming Weekly Articles - Great collection of shader and math related resources.
	Pass The Pen - A community of front-end developers who build collaborative creative coding projects on CodePen.
	Creative Tech Weekly - A weekly newsletter of resources around creative technology.


Math

	Math as code - Cheat-sheet for mathematical notation in code form.
	Coding Math - Teaches you the math you need to understand as a programmer.
	Math snippets - Math snippets with graphic programming in mind.
	Formul Animations - The principles of painting with maths.
	Learning Maths again - Collection of JS and GLSL math snippets.
	Eases - Grab-bag of modular easing equations.
	Math for Motion - Visualization of different motion equations.
	Matrix Multiplication - Matrix multiplication visualized.
	Algebra rules - The most useful rules of basic algebra.
	Immersive Math - Fully interactive linear algebra.
	Image Kernels - Interactive and visual introduction to image kernels.
	Sine and Cosine - Interactive explination of sine and cosine.
	Perlin Noise - Perlin noise explained in detail.
	Vector Math for 3D Computer Graphics - Tutorial on vector algebra and matrix algebra from the viewpoint of computer graphics.
	Desmos - Graph functions, plot data, evaluate equations, explore transformations, and much more.
	MFGD - Math for game developers YouTube playlist.
	Essence of linear algebra - Essence of linear algebra YouTube playlist.
	Mathematics of Animation - Slides about the mathematics of animation (repo).
	Sketching with Math and Quasi Physics - Beautiful and visual introduction to math and quasi physics.
	Gene Kogan: Perlin Noise - introduction to 2D and 3D perlin noise.
	Matrix Math and You - High level introduction to matrices.
	Mathematical Symbols - List of all mathematical symbols and signs.
	The magnificent 2d matrix - Interactive tool to better understand transformation matrices.
	Game Dev Movement cheatsheet with examples - JavaScript math snippets for movement.
	Maths & trigonometry cheat sheet for 2D & 3D games - Maths cheat-sheet for 2D and 3D game-makers.
	Tiny 3D - The smallest possible perspective engine on a 2D canvas.
	Matrices for Creative Coding - Introduction to matrices by Greg Tatum.
	Making Things With Maths - Talk by Steven Wittens about bezier curves, procedural generation, physics engines and fractals.
	MyPhysicsLab - Interactive real-time physics simulations, with formulars and code.
	Intuitive Math - Explanations of fields like Linear Algebra and Geometry designed to help you develop a visual intuition for what is going on.
	L-systems - A Haskell package for L-systems.
	Linear Interpolation - Introduction to linear interpolation (also known as mix/lerp).
	Practical use of Vector Math in Games - In-depth article on vectors for game math.


Machine learning • Computer Vision • Ai

	ml4a - Machine learning for artists.
	Keras.js - Run Keras models (tensorflow backend) in the browser, with GPU support.
	Tesseract.js - Pure Javascript Multilingual OCR.
	Google ML - Cloud machine learning by Google.
	TensorFlow - Open source software library for machine intelligence.
	ConvNetJS - Deep Learning in your browser.
	Wekinator - Allows anyone to use machine learning.
	Machine Learning - Coding Train repo with links to machine learning resources.
	CreativeAi.net - Space to share creative Ai projects.
	AI Playbook - Ai microsite intended to help newcomers get started.
	Teachable Machine - Explore how machine learning works, live in the browser.
	TensorFlow.js - JavaScript library for training and deploying ML models in the browser and on Node.js.
	Hello TensorFlow - Fully commented TensorFlow.js demo.
	ml5.js - Friendly machine learning for the web.
	Model Zoo - Dis░░█▒ █▒▒ █▓▓░er open source deep learning code and pretrained models.
	Runway - Toolkit that adds artificial intelligence capabilities to design and creative platforms.
	Lobe - Build, train, and ship custom deep learning models using a simple visual interface.
	ModelDepot - Platform for dis░░█▒ █▒▒ █▓▓░ering, sharing, and discussing easy to use and pre-trained machine learning models.


Inspiration

	OpenProcessing - Algorithmic Designs Created with Processing, p5js and processingjs.
	Dwitter - Social network for short JavaScript demos.
	Chrome Experiments - Showcase of web experiments written by the creative coding community.
	Codedoodl.es - Showcase of curated creative coding sketches.
	For your Processing - Projects and tutorials about Processing.
	Art From Code - Code sketches by Keith Peters.
	Generator.x - Flickr group about generative strategies in art & design.
	Generative Art - Flickr group about generative art.
	Inspiring Online - Open source micro blog about inspiring and creative works published online.
	People You Should Follow on CodePen - List of interesting people worth following.
	Raven Kwok - Tumblr by visual artist Raven Kwok.
	P5Art - Really good collection of experiments in Processing.
	Echophon - Tumblr with visual inspiration.
	Bees & Bombs - Tumblr with gifs by Dave.
	DevArt - Celebration of art made with code by artists that push the possibilities of creativity.
	Folds2d - Tumblr with curves, surfaces, scalar and vector fields.
	W:BLUT Inspiration - Collection of gifs, links and images by W:Blut.


Events

	OFFF Festival - Digital design festival (Online Flash Film Festival).
	Gray Area Festival - Creative coding, art and technology festival.
	Signal Festival - Showcase of light art and emerging technologies in Prague, the Czech Republic.
	Eyeo Festival - Bring together creative coders, data designers and creators working at the intersection of data, art and technology.
	Mutek - Organization dedicated to digital creativity in sound, music, and audio-visual art.
	Node - An open platform for the exchange on culture, arts and technology.
	Digital Design Days - OFFF - 3 day event offering conferences, workshops, digital showcases & installations.
	CODAME ART+TECH - Projects and nonprofit events, to inspire through experience.
	Curated Creative Events - Hand-picked design, code, art, fashion and maker events.
	NextArt Night - Inspiring people through creative uses of tech.
	GROW - The Parisian rendez-vous for creative coders, GROW is about opening new possibilities in digital creation.


Museums • Galleries

	ZKM — Zentrum für Kunst und Medien, Karlsruhe/Germany -  ZKM organizes exhibitions and events on the effects of media, digitization, and globalization.
	Ars Electronica Center, Linz/Austria - Museum of the Future — a place where diverse blends of artistic genres, scientific domains and technological directions are displayed and processed.
	Technorama, Zurich/Switzerland - Technorama allows hands-on experiences of hundreds of natural phenomena and technology.
	Kate Vass Gallery - Zürich/Switzerland - Contemporary art gallery presenting works by international established, mid-career, and emerging artists focusing on photography and new technologies.
	Digital Art Museum - Berlin/Germany - Digital Art Museum is an online resource for the history and practice of digital fine art.
	NXT Museum - Amsterdam/Netherlands - The first museum in the Netherlands dedicated to new media art.


Schools • Workshops

	UAL Creative Computing Institute - school in London working at the intersection of creativity and computational technologies
	School for Poetic Computation - School in New York that explore the intersections of code, design, hardware and theory.
	Copenhagen Institute of Interaction Design - Hosts a range of educational initiatives, most notably, the Interaction Design Programme and the CIID Summer School.
	Residencies, Fellowships, Summer Schools - Huge list of residencies, fellowships and summer schools around the world (Navigate with the bottom left tabs).


Blogs • Websites

	CreativeApplications.Net [CAN] - Famous digital art blog.
	iquilezles.org - Home of Íñigo Quílez, specialised in GLSL and math snippets.
	bit-101.com - Blog by Keith Peters, specialised in creative coding.
	ibreakdownshaders - Explore the math behind shaders.
	adriancourrèges.com - Blog of software engineer Adrian Courrèges. Articles about game graphics studies etc.
	clicktorelease.com - Home of Jaume Sanchez Elias, with demos, talks, articles on WebGL and WebVR.
	syntopia - Blog about generative art and systems, by Mikael Hvidtfeldt Christensen.
	madebyevan.com - WebGL experiments and articles by Evan Wallace.
	songho.ca - Home of Song Ho Ahn, with a good collection of tutorials on OpenGL and math.
	simonschreibt.de - Game art tricks, design tricks by Simon schreibt.
	sighack.com - Blog about generative art algorithms and techniques, by Manohar Vanga.
	jsdo.it-archives - Compilation of WebGL experiments including comparisons on WebGL frameworks and physics engine (oimo.js, cannon.js, ammo.js)
	WebAudio Weekly - Newsletter to know everything about the WebAudio API


Related

	Awesome opengl - Curated list of awesome OpenGL libraries, debuggers and resources.
	Awesome webgl - Curated list of awesome WebGL libraries, resources and much more.
	Awesome canvas - Curated list of awesome HTML5 canvas with examples, related articles and posts.
	Awesome audio visualization - Curated list about Audio Visualization.
	Awesome computer vision - Curated list of awesome computer vision resources.
	Awesome visualization research - Curated list of recommended research papers and other readings on data visualization.
	Awesome livecoding - Curated list of livecoding languages and tools.
	Awesome graphics - Curated list of computer graphics tutorials and resources.
	Graphics resources - Curated list of graphic programming resources.
	Magic tools - Curated list of game development resources to make magic happen.
	Hanecci’s link collection - Link collection of ray marching on the GPU.
	Awesome public datasets - Curated list of public avalible datasets, mostly free resources.
	Link collection of ray marching on the GPU - Curated list from 2013.
	3D Machine Learning - A resource repository for 3D machine learning.


Special Thanks
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To the extent possible under law, Terkel Gjervig has waived all copyright and related or neighboring rights to this work.
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    AccuJazz - The future of jazz radio : <p>AccuJazz is an all-Jazz radio station designed to showcase the exciting potential of Internet radio.  It contains over fifty jazz channels based on...

	
    Bertolt Brecht - Alabama Song (1927) : The "Alabama Song" (also known as "Whisky Bar" or "Moon over Alabama" or "Moon of Alabama") was originally published in Bertolt Brecht's Hauspostille ...

	
    DJ Food - Raiding the 20th Century : <p>Words & Music Expansion (starring Paul Morley and a cast of thousands) <a href="http://www.ubu.com/sound/dj_food.html">http://www.ubu.com/sound/dj_...

	
    Dj food : Coldcut, patrick carpenter, kevin foakes

	
    Generation Remix: Popkultur und Kunst im rechtsfreien Raum? : <p>Tausende Gangnam-Style- und Harlem-Shake-Videos auf Youtube sind der Beleg: Remix ist heute ein Massenphänomen. War das 20. Jahrhundert noch gepräg...





                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                

https://law.duke.edu/sites/default/files/centers/cspd/musiccomic/Theft.pdf

This comic lays out 2000 years of musical history. A neglected part of musical history. Again and again there have been attempts to police music; to restrict borrowing and cultural cross-fertilization. But music builds on itself. To those who think that mash-ups and sampling started with YouTube or the DJ’s turntables, it might be shocking to find that musicians have been borrowing—extensively borrowing—from each other since music began. Then why try to stop that process? The reasons varied. Philosophy, religion, politics, race—again and again, race—and law. And because music affects us so deeply, those struggles were passionate ones. They still are.

The history in this book runs from Plato to Blurred Lines and beyond. You will read about the Holy Roman Empire’s attempts to standardize religious music with the first great musical technology (notation) and the inevitable backfire of that attempt. You will read about troubadours and church composers, swapping tunes (and remarkably profane lyrics), changing both religion and music in the process. You will see diatribes against jazz for corrupting musical culture, against rock and roll for breaching the color-line. You will learn about the lawsuits that, surprisingly, shaped rap. You will read the story of some of music’s iconoclasts—from Handel and Beethoven to Robert Johnson, Chuck Berry, Little Richard, Ray Charles, the British Invasion and Public Enemy.

To understand this history fully, one has to roam wider still—into musical technologies from notation to the sample deck, aesthetics, the incentive systems that got musicians paid, and law’s 250 year struggle to assimilate music, without destroying it in the process. Would jazz, soul or rock and roll be legal if they were reinvented today? We are not sure. Which as you will read, is profoundly worrying because today, more than ever, we need the arts.

All of this makes up our story. It is assuredly not the only history of music.  But it is definitely a part—a fascinating part—of that history. We hope you like it.
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        Shaarli - The personal, minimalist, super-fast, database free, bookmarking service by the Shaarli community - Theme by kalvn
		
		
		
		

		
		A collection of links by Nicolas Boillot since 2005.
		

More on are.na


		
    

    
        
    

    
    
    




     

     


		
		  




